
COVID-19: Global TV Ad Insights 
As the world begins to emerge from months of lockdown, 
TVSquared looks at how TV has performed for advertisers, across 
categories, during a time of fluctuating viewing and response 
trends. The following analysis looks at June 2020 TV ad spend, as 
well as performance and efficiency findings from the start of 
shelter-in-place in mid-March through the end of June. 
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When it came to dayparts, cost-effectiveness and strong TV performance were aligned over the past three+ months. 
Though traditionally considered a “dead zone,” Overnight saw the highest increase in performance by daypart, while its 
cost per response (CPR) decreased by -73%, making it a win-win for advertisers. With the majority of people spending most 
of their time at home, more audiences were able to watch and engage with TV ads during the day and even late at night. 

Key Insights By Daypart
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Increased TV Performance Decreased TV Performance

+103%
DTC Fitness

+71%
Home Improvement

+70%
DTC Education

-90%
Sports/Ticket Industry

-70%
Automotive

-65%
Travel

3-Month+ View: TV Ad Performance
Since the start of lockdown, several key categories have successfully capitalized on heightened TV viewership, lower 
inventory prices and increasingly digital-driven consumer buying habits. Between mid-March and the end of June, 
categories with strong digital calls to action, including direct-to-consumer (DTC) brands, saw the highest levels of TV 
performance. Those with offerings that aligned with the homebound economy, including fitness equipment/apps, DIY 
products and online education services thrived. And while the first 45 days of shelter-in-place were unremarkable for non-
profit TV performance, mid-May into June saw a massive increase for the category. 

Not surprisingly, industries centered around live events and high-consideration purchases, including sports ticketing, 
automotive, travel and gambling, experienced notable performance declines. Despite this, many brands in these categories 
wisely remained on-air to maintain share of voice and stay top-of-mind as the world gradually moves toward reentry. In the 
case of automotive, by mid-June, TV performance was close to pre-COVID-19 levels. 

Efficiency: Improvements in CPR by Daypart 

+73%
Overnight

+60%
Daytime

+57%
Prime

+56%
Morning

Response: Improvements in Performance by Daypart 

+10%
Overnight

+8%
Daytime

+1%
Prime

-1%
Morning

+56%
Non-Profit

-55%
Gambling

-19%
Furniture/
Home Goods

Top Verticals Increasing Ad Spend in June

Top Verticals Decreasing Ad Spend in June

+21%
Retail 
(eCommerce)

+37%
Pharma

+15%
CPG

-16%
Food/
Beverage

-20%
Travel

TV Ad Spend

+14%
Healthcare

-12%
Insurance
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